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Overview

The problem of local optimization for RANSAC is revisited. The following improvements of the LO-RANSAC procedure are proposed:
●
its (complex) structure validated and tuned,
●
the use of a truncated quadratic cost function,
●
the use of an inlier limit for the least squares computation,
●
several implementation issues were fixed.
Why LO?
●
(1) - (3)
Increases the precision of the returned model.
●
Increases the number of inliers and thus less samples are needed.

(3) - (5)

The speed-up over LO [1] is typically 10-30% for LO+ and up to 6-fold
for LO', with negligible effect on the precision.

Increasing the stability

LO-RANSAC

Top-hat – RANSAC cost function, inlier count (inlier 1, outlier 0).
Truncated quadratic – MSAC cost function.
The top-hat cost function often scores different models with the same
score [4] – the quadratic function as a tiebreaker (“tb” note in the graph).

The graphs show the used cost functions and the dependence of an
estimation error on the cost function and the error scale (on the “wash”
image pair). For its greater stability and robustness to the error scale
selection, we use quadratic cost function in further experiments.

Running time of LO-RANSAC
time of standard RANSAC hypothesis
generation and verification round

Experimental evaluation

number of samples drawn
average time of LO procedure

For small K (dependent on the inlier ratio), the significant difference of
CLO and CR means that
, i.e. the vast majority
of the time is spent in the local optimization. Therefore, the “negligible
extra time for LO” statement by [1] is true only for problems with low
inlier ratios.

Speeding up Local Optimization

Time consumption of LO – solving sets of linear equations repeatedly.
Proposed reduction: – to lower the number of equations,
– to lower the number of repetitions.
LO+ – a limit on the number of correspondences that participate in the
estimation of model parameters (a use of random subset).
LO' – no subsampling, only iterative least squares (with the inlier limit).

(1), (3)

Precision

Number of inliers
Geometric error

Measurements

Running time
Speed

Number of samples
Number of LOs

(6), (7)

Non-linear iterative optimization (bundle adjustment, BA) was initialized
by the output of MSAC refined by one linear least squares (6), and of
fully locally optimized MSAC (7). The latter provides better initialization.
The full dataset contains 16 image pairs for epipolar geometry and 16
pairs for homography estimation. These images were previously used
for an evaluation in a number of publications. The dataset is available
at: http://cmp.felk.cvut.cz/data/geometry2view/.

Results

standard deviation
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Probability of TCs being inliers
x: index of points
y: the probability
Histogram of the probability
of TCs being inliers
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Conclusions
LO+-RANSAC properties:
• high stability (almost nonrandom algorithm in nature),
• high precision in a broad
range of conditions,
• lower sensitivity to the choice
of inlier-outlier threshold and
• it offers a significantly better
starting point for bundle adjustment (BA) than the Gold
Standard method advocated in
the Hartley-Zisserman book [3].
The implementation is made
publicly available.
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